WebQuest

**Note:** This WebQuest should be used in conjunction with the *Natural Inquirer* WebQuest lesson plan.

**How would you describe wilderness? What is the role of wilderness in the United States?**

**Stop #1**
"Untrammelled"

https://youtu.be/N8WkutlYxlU

**Stop #2**
*Natural Inquirer* Wilderness 50 Monograph Series - "Pack to Back"


**Stop #3**
The Wilderness Society - "Why Wilderness"

https://wilderness.org/why

**Stop #4**
*Natural Inquirer* Wilderness Benefits Edition - "It's Elemental, My Dear" or "Can You Hear Me Now"

http://www.naturalinquirer.org/Wilderness-Benefits-i-11.html

**Stop #5**
The Wilderness Society - "#OurWild Wild Stories" (watch one or more videos)

http://ourwild.wilderness.org/?
_ga=2.185036905.1598535215.1529682327-1866720556.1529682327

**Stop #6**
*Natural Inquirer* Wilderness Benefits Edition - "As the Frog Hops" or "Speak-o-logical"

http://www.naturalinquirer.org/Wilderness-Benefits-i-11.html

**Stop #7**
"North Cascades Wilderness: Experience the Awesome"

https://youtu.be/spmpiAHU3uo